Turvo Driver

Simplify Collaboration for More
Business and Bigger Profits
Gain 100% Real-Time Visibility into Driver Progress,
Eliminate Check-in Calls, Speed Payments, and Free-Up
Time to Build Your Business with Streamlined Efficiency

Phone calls, dropped signals, pads and paper, wasted time. The “old
school” method of coordinating driver, broker-carrier and shipper
communications can put strain and stress on relationships and
whittle down profitability fast. In addition, coordinating labor at the
receiving location around such spotty communications often ends
up in valuable personnel standing around with nothing to do. Once
a driver arrives, the paperwork headaches begin. Late submissions,
missed fees and incorrect invoices can delay payments, while
factoring services can further shrink margins.
Fortunately, it doesn’t have to be this way. Technology
accessible to everyone in the supply chain can now harmonize the
entire operation. Imagine linking drivers to shippers, 3PLs, and
brokers in real-time for a more coordinated pick-up-to-delivery
experience. Think of the efficiencies gained by automating the
paper trail using a smartphone.
The time has come to step out of those old routines and into the
Turvo Driver app – out-of-the-box telematics communications for
streamlined coordination among shipping partners.

Sync Up, Power Up, Level Up with Turvo Driver
The Turvo Driver app helps carriers grow revenue and profits by
streamlining operations and providing outstanding customer
experiences. As a cloud-based mobile application, Turvo Driver can
be downloaded onto any iOS or Android mobile device and
configured in minutes. Simply sign-up, enable location settings, view
assignments and get on the road. It’s as easy as that. From there,
brokers or carriers with Turvo tenant accounts can post
availabilities, manage bids, assign drivers and track shipments,
while drivers check in once and let Turvo Driver manage the rest.

Over 76,000 drivers have
downloaded the Turvo Driver app.

Turvo Driver at a glance
Easy to Use: Simple, intuitive phone
app provides end-to-end, real-time
visibility of shipments.
Precise Tracking: GPS, cell tower and
WiFi technology automatically track
driver progress.
Accurate ETAs: Ping rates increase as
loads approach, alerting receiving
teams of exact arrival.
Instant Updates: Digital confirmations,
receipts, proofs of delivery and invoices
send out instantly.
Fast Payment: Same-day payment is
secured directly in most cases.
Manage Offers: Automated load board
post loads and availabilities, managing
bids and assignments.
Integrated Solution: Natively
connected with Turvo’s online suite of
logistics solutions and user network.
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Gain Efficiency, Agility and a Better Customer
Experience with Turvo Driver App
Turvo Driver enables the point-to-point, real-time visibility you need to
zero-in on exact arrival times and better manage customer expectations.
When shipments arrive as predicted, dwell times and detention fees drop.
Resource planning improves. Check-in calls go away, and more gets done
in a day. Turvo Driver’s automated reporting helps ensure that every
accessorial charge is accounted for and every invoice is promptly
submitted, speeding final payment for improved cash flow and a
healthier bottom line.
Run your shipments the smart way with Turvo Driver App:

When a shipment is assigned:
Your driver gets a text link to view the shipment, and the
app begins tracking as soon as the driver taps “Start Shipment.”

At the origin site:
The driver taps “Check In” to validate and “Pick Up” to inspect
the items.

At the destination site:
1. The driver taps “Check In” again, followed by “Deliver.”
2. Using the device camera, the driver uploads the POD and
iniates payment.
3. Once the shipment is unloaded, the driver taps “Finish
Shipment” to end the route.

In addition, as part of the Turvo Collaboration Cloud, Turvo Driver offers
access to Turvo’s holistic, collaborative logistics solution that puts
mission-critical data and business insights at your fingertips. There’s no
additional hardware, software or specialized infrastructure to consider.
Just download the app and go with Turvo.

Give Users More of What They Want
with Turvo Driver App
Today’s customers expect great experiences, and the Turvo Driver App
delivers. Incorporating the best in mobile device technology with Turvo’s
cloud-based global network, this lightweight solution effectively brings
drivers, carriers, 3PLs, and shippers together for a more productive,
seamless load management, shipping and delivery experience.

“All stakeholders up and
down the supply chain gain
access to the shipment to
track container status, view
photos of the transload, and
have 100% real-time
visibility of the driver’s
progress across the
country.”
Brian Kempisty
Founder
Port X Logistics

“Turvo has given us the
ability to grow revenue by
30% with two-thirds less
people reducing operating
costs by 60%. The Turvo
Driver App has been a
complete game-changer in
how we connect with our
drivers and carriers,
enabling us to do more
with less for greater ROI.”
Royce Neubauer
President and CEO
SFL Companies

Ask for a
Demonstration Today
With Turvo Driver, you’ll soon
be coordinating your
point-to-point shipments with
greater accuracy, visibility
and flexibility. To learn more
or request a demonstration,
please visit turvo.com today.
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